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This paper shows an algorithm to construct the Grrbner bases of radicals of zero-dimensional 
ideals. Computing radicals is equivalent to solving systems of algebraic equations without 
counting the multiplicities of solutions. We prove that the GrSbner basis of a radical zero- 
dimensional ideal takes a special form after a suitable transformation f coordinates. 
1. In t roduct ion  
To solve a simultaneous system of algebraic equations, one may employ either the classical 
method of general elimination of variables (van der Waerden, 1931) or elimination 
methods proposed by Trinks (1978) and Buchberger (1970). Trinks's method entails 
computing a Grrbner basis with lexicographic ordering to obtain a polynomial in one 
variable. In practice this technique is only suitable for small-sized problems. Buchberger's 
method is to compute a Grrbner basis with total degree ordering and extract a polynomial 
in a single variable. Each root of this polynomial is subsequently substituted in each 
member of the Grrbner basis and once again a Gr6bner basis is computed, but it is 
difficult to maintain numerical accuracy in this process9 
One of the authors (S.M.) has observed, through actually solving numerous ystems of 
algebraic equations, that the lexicographic order Grrbner basis often takes a particular 
form, which is similar to the observation of Trinks (1984). Consider the following system of 
algebraic equations: 
f2(xi, x2 . . . .  x,) 
9 (1.1) 
fm(Xl, X2 . . . .  X,) 
When this system of equations possesses finitely many common solutions, in virtually all 
cases the lexicographic order Gr6bner basis for I, the ideal generated bYfl,f2,...,fro, will 
take the following form 
xi - Fi(x,) ) 
x2 - F2(x,) 
x.- i  -F ,_ i (x , )  
F.(x.) 
(1.2) 
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In other words, for almost any given system of algebraic equations, computing the 
common roots of the system (1.1) is equivalent to computing the common roots of the 
system (1.2) for some appropriate polynomials/71,/72 . . . . .  17,. However, this property does 
not hold in all cases. We may explicitly demonstrate several instances in which the 
property does not hold. 
In section 2 of this paper we will prove that when the ideal I is zero-dimensional and 
radical (i.e. w/I = 1), after a possible transformation f coordinates, the lexicographic order 
Grfbner basis of I takes the form given in eqn (1.2). Even if I fails to be radical, since 
x/ , , / ]  = V/I, by computing the radical of I we may obtain a Grfbner basis of the form 
given in eqn (1.2). We will present a method to compute the radical of an arbitrary zero- 
dimensional ideal employing the method of primary decomposition proposed by Gianni et 
al. (1988) in section 3. Since the set of zeros of v/1 is the same as the set of zeros of I, the 
algorithm proposed in Kobayashi et al. (1988) allows us to compute the common zeros of 
ideal I in an efficient fashion. 
In this paper, we assume that the polynomials are in a ring Q[xt, x2 . . . . .  x,] with 
Q the field of rational numbers, and that the variable ordering is xl > x2 >. . .  > x,, 
z 1 >z  2 >. . .  > z,, unless we specify otherwise. We also assume that all Gr6bner bases 
which appear in this paper are lexicographic order and reduced as defined in Buchberger 
(1985), which we follow for other basic notation and definitions. 
2. Gr6bner basis of ~/~ 
Let I be an ideal in Q]-xl, x2,...,  x,] such that V/I -- I. Then there are a finite number of 
prime ideals Pl, P2,. 9 ", P, such that I = p l~p2(3 . , .  ~Ps" 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p be a zero-dimensional prime ideal in Q[x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x,]. For almost all 
linear coordinate transformations, the Gr6bner basis of p with respect o the new coordinates 
zl, z2 . . . .  , z, is of the form 
{z l  - z2  - . . . . .  - l ( z . ) ,  
for some ~0i(z,) e Q [z,]. 
Gr6bner (1949) discussed the basis of zero-dimensional prime ideals like this form. 
However, this is easy to see from Proposition 7.1 of Gianni et al. (1988), together with the 
definition of reduced Gr6bner bases. 
PROPOSITION 2,2. Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal with x /~ = I. Then, for almost all linear 
coordinate transformations, the Grdbner basis of I with respect to the new coordinates 
zl, z2 . . . . .  z. has the form 
{z i - hl(z.), z 2 - h2(z.) . . . .  , z._ i - h._ i(z.), h.(z.)}, 
for some hj(z,)~Q[z,]. [] 
PROOF. 
Step 1. I may be represented as an intersection of prime ideals Pl, P2 . . . . .  Ps (P~ ~ Pj for 
i ~j). After a suitable coordinate transformation, the Gr6bner basis of each prime ideal p~ 
takes the form 
{zl -- F1, ,(z.), z2 - 1:2, i(z.) . . . .  , z._ 1 - F._ 1, ~(z.), F.,,(z.)}. 
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Since Pi is zero-dimensional, F. ~(z.)~ 0. When we consider two prime ideals Pl and P2, 
then we have two cases: 
case 1 F., 1 = F., 2, 
case 2 F., 1 ~ F., 2. 
In case 1, since Pl # P2, there exists an integer j such that Fj,1 # Fj,2(mod F., 1). Hence we 
have (at least) two zeros of p lnp2 whose coordinates are (...,Fj, l(a),. . . ,a ) and 
( . . . .  Fj,2(a),.,., a) respectively, where a is a root of F., 1. By a suitable linear coordinate 
transformation, o two zeros of plc~p2 have the same nth coordinate (Fig. 1). 
This implies that case 1 will not happen after a suitable coordinate transformation. 
Therefore, we have only to consider case 2. In this case, since F., 1 # F.,2, these two 
polynomials are relatively prime. Thus, we have two polynomials A and B in Q[z.] such 
that A. F., 1 + B" F., 2 = 1. Since A. F., 1 (respectively B. F., 2) is contained in Pl (respectively 
P2), we have Pl +P2 = (1), and from this equation we have P ln  P2 = PIP2, The ideal PiP2 is 
generated by: 
{(z~- Fi,~(z.))" (z:-Fj, ~(z.))} ~ ~,j~._~ u {F.,~(z.). (zj- Fj, ~(z.))}1 ~j~._ 
u {F., 2(z.)'(z, -- Fi, I (z.))} i ~_,~.- i U {F., 1(z.)" F., 2 (z.)}, 
We note that 
A" F . . I (z . ) ' (z j -F j ,  z(z.))+ B" F. ,z(z.) ' (z j -F j ,  I(z.)) = z j -A"  F.,1 " F j ,2 -B"  F., 2 . Fj, t 
is contained in p~c~p2. 
Step 2. Now we prove that 
G = {z~-A 'F . , I '~ ,z -B .F . ,2 .F j ,1 ,  F . ,1 .F . ,2} ls j~._ ,  
is the Gr6bner basis for the ideal p~c~p2. 
Let f be any element of p lnp2,  then f can be reduced to 
f (A  " F.,1 " F1,2 + B" F.,2 " Fx,1 . . . .  , A" F.,1 " F._I ,z + B " F.,2" F._l,1, z.), 
which we denote by J~z.). Since 
~(z.)eplc~p2, F.,l(z.)lf((z.) and F.,~(z.)l~(z.) 
and so F., ~. F.. 2[]~z.),_~z.) can be reduced to 0 by F., 1" F.,z. Thus, any element of plnpz  
can be reduced to 0 by G, and it is easy to see that the S polynomial of each pair is reduced 
to 0. This shows that G is the Gr6bner basis, 
z j  
T (..., ~. ,  (~) , . . . ,a )  
I I 
I 
(...,~),2 ( ~ ), . " , " )  
; 
/' 
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Step 3. Suppose that the Grrbner basis of p lnp2n. . .p ,  (i < s) has the form: 
{zl -- Hi (z.), , .., z._ 1 - H .  -1 (z.), Fn, 1 (z.)" Fn, 2(z,)" . . . "Fn, i(Z.)} 
for some appropriate polynomials H i , . . . ,  H._I e Q[z.]. Since F , , I ' F , ,2 . . . , . F . , i  and 
F.,t+l are relatively prime, as in Step 1, we see that 
p lnp2n. . .np~+p,+l  = (1). 
So we have 
(pl np2n .  . 9 np3c~Pi+t = (Px caPan. . . nPf)" Pi+ i. 
We see that the Grrbner basis of (p lnP2n . . .np l )c~p i+ l  has the form 
{z i --Ki(z.), zz - -  g~.(z.), . . ., z . - i  -K . -  l(z.), F., i" F.,2", , . " F.d+ i ) 
for suitable polynomials K1, K2,. . . ,  K._~. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (Gianni, Trager, Zacharias) (Primary decomposition) 
Let  I=Q[x i ,  x2 . . . .  , x . ]  be a zero-dimensional ideal. Under almost all coordinate 
t rans format ions , / f lnQ[z . ]  = (g) and g is factored to g~"g~' . .  9 ~" 9 gs, then 
I = (I, g"lX) n (I, g~z ~) n. . .  n (I, O~') 
is the irredundant primary decomposition of  I. [] 
PROOF. (V/I, g~) is the radical of (I, g~'). Q.E.D, 
3. Computation of Radicals 
Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal of the ring Q[Xl, X2,.,,,x._], after a suitable 
coordinate transformation, we have the primary decomposition 
I = (I, g]0 n(l,  g i2)n. . .n( I ,  g.~'), 
where (9)= InQ[z , ]  and g = g]~.g~.....g~'. We denote by q~ the ideal (I, g~') for i-- 
1, 2 . . . .  , s. 
It is easy to see that x//I = ~x/~c~. . .nx /~,  so we have only to compute the 
radical of each primary ideal. 
Hereafter in this section we will write g in place of gl and q for (I, 9~). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let  {~l, ~0: . . . .  , ~hl} be the Grrbner basis of  the ideal (q, g), then there exist 
positive integers 1 and i such that 
( z . _ l -q~._ l ( z , ) )  l -  ~ mod(g) 
for  some polynomial  go,_ l(z.) e Q[z,]. 
PROOF. Since the Grrbner basis of the H 9) (= x/q) has the form 
{zl - F1 (z.), z 2 -- F2 (z.), . . ,, z,_ 1 -- F,_ 1 (z,), V. (z,)}, 
we have a positive integer k such that 
(z._ i -- F,_ i (z.)) k ~ q = (q, g)" 
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Let N be a set of positive integers 
N = {tteZ+[ 3 F(z . )eQ[z . ]  such that (z ._ i -F (z . ) )~e(q,  9)}. 
Since keN,  we see that N is not empty9 We let I be the smallest integer in N, and ~'._x(z.) 
be a polynomial satisfying the condition 
(z._ i - cp._ i (z.))' e (q, O). 
(z._l-q,._l(z.)) z may be reduced to 0 rood (9) by the Gr6bner basis {~b,, ~0~ . . . . .  ~} ,  so 
there is an element ~, and a power product u = zPfl" ~2"#~" . ,.. z. p-, such that 
= 9 x o , -P ' .  . .  . .  
where z~ ~. z~ *. . .... z. ~" is the leading power product of @~. From this equation, we see that 
~ . . . .  =a ._2=a.=0,  ~ . . . . .  f l . _2=f l .=0,  and 0<a._~<l .  This shows that the 
leading power product of ~t is z._l "" ' where 0 < a._l  < l. Let a be the smallest exponent 
among the leading power products of elements of the Gr6bner basis having the special 
form z. ~_ ~. We assume ht(~0~)= z." i. (In fact, there is exactly one element with a leading 
power product of the form z.~_l, since we are considering a reduced Gr6bner basis.) Then 
@j can be written as 
= + +.. 9 + 
for some polynomials ai(z.) ~ Q[z.]. 
Regarding (z._ 1 -q~.-~(z.)) ~ and ~0j as polynomials in the variable z._ x, we may divide as 
follows 
(z._ i - ~. -  ~ (z.)) ~ = (z~.Z1 + b l(z.) 9 z *-'- i .  . -  1 . . .  + b~_ .(z.)) x ~ + e i(z.)'z~ Z ~ +. . .  + c.(z.). 
Since (z ._ l -~o._ i (z . ) )  l and ~O2 are contained in the ideal (q, 9), we see 
9 a -1  cl(z.) z._ l  + . . .  +c.(z.) is contained in (q, 9). 
Suppose that 9 does not divide c~(z.). Since 9 is irreducible, 9 and c ~ are relatively prime, 
so we have two polynomials B~(z.) and B~(z.) such that 
B 1 .g+Bz .c  i = 1. 
We have a polynomial 
~t-1  . ~-1  __ ~t -1  .Z~t -2  Bl 'g ' z . _ l+B2"(c l  z . _ l+ . . .+c~) -z , _ i+B2"c l  . _ i+ . . .+B2 9  
which is contained in (q, g). But since ct is the smallest exponent of z._ l  among ht(~q) for i 
such that ht(%f) has the form z.Pl, this leads to the contradiction that the polynomial 
~t--1 z._ l  + . . .  +B2"c~ cannot be reduced to 0, so g[e i. 
In the same manner, we see g[Cl,..., O[c~_l. It is easy to see that c~(z.) is contained in 
(q, g)nQ[z.] = (9) and g[c~. Hence 
l -~  l -~- I  (z._l-q~._i)  t = ( z . _ i+b i (z . ) ' z . _  i +.   9  rood(g). (3.1) 
Here we note that the above equation yields the equation 
[zl- -a .[ I. . z l -a t - l  A_ 
(Z? l -  ]- - -  a )  ~ : ~, n - -1  u1  n - I ,  T . . .  +bl_,) x ~j(z._i) 
in the ring Q(~)[z._l], where r is an algebraic element whose minimal polynomial is g, 
a = ~o._ ~ (~), and ~Oj(z._ i) may be regarded as a polynomial in this ring. From this relation, 
we see that all roots of ~j must be a, so ~(z._~)= (z . _ l -a )  ~. That is 
~j(z._i) _--(z._i--@._i(z.)) ~ mod (g). 
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On the other hand, s ince /=ra in  N, l<a.  So we have a = I. Q.E.D. 
When we compute the Gr6bner basis, Ot(z,_l) appears in an expanded form 
~i(z . _  1) = zZ t -  1 . -  1 - ~(z . ) "  z . _  ~ +. . .  + at (z . ) .  
The above proof shows that ~, is factored as follows 
~bf - (z,_ l  -al(z,) / l ) '  rood (~/). 
Therefore, we get ~o._l(z.) = al(z.)fl. 
PROPOSmON 3.2. Let q~,_l(z,) be the polynomial given in Proposition 3.1. Let 
{ah, co 2 . . . . .  o~} be the Gr~bner basis of the ideal (q, z . _ l -  q~.-1, g), then there is an element 
ms in the Gr6bner basis such that 
(z._2-q~n-2(z.)) l - ah mod (g) 
for some polynomial q~._2(z.) and some positive integer I. [] 
PROOF. As in the proof of the previous proposition, there exists a polynomial F(z.) and a 
positive integer k such that 
( z . _  2 - F (z . ) )  ~ E (q, z . _  1 - ~o._ 1, g). 
Let N be the set 
N = {veZ+[ 3 F(z . )eQ[z . ]  such that (z._2--F(zn))V~(q, z._j. --r g)}. 
N is not empty. We let l=  rain N, and we suppose that the polynomial q~._2(z.) satisfies 
the condition (z._ 2 - r 2(z.)) te (q, z._ 1 - q~.- 1, #). As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, there 
exists an element wt of the Gr6bner basis such that ht(cot) = z~._22 with 0 < a =< I. Since the 
Gr6bner basis is reduced, z:_ 2 is the smallest power of z._2 which occurs as the head term 
of any member of the ideal. 
wf may be written as 
o~ z : _2+a l (z . _ l , z . ) . z  ~-~ = , -2  +. . .  + a~(z , _ l ,  z,), 
but since we are considering a reduced Gr6bner basis, co t has already been reduced by 
z._~--r so cot may be written as 
z "-~ ~ . + a~(z.). cot = z : _2+a~(z . ) "  . -2  T . .  
As in the proof of the previous proposition, we see 
tzZ-~ .a_bl(z,). _ t -~- l_  .. +bt_~(z,)) x co t rood (g). ( z . -2 -~. -2 (z . ) )  l = ~ . -2 -  ~ . 2  ~- .  
From this equation, we have that cot=(z ._z - tp ._2(z . ) ) "mod(# ). As in the previous 
proposition, a = I. Q.E.D. 
Likewise we can find in the Gr6bner basis of the ideal 
(q, z . _2 -  cpn_z(z.), z . _ l -  r l(z.), #), 
an element which is equal to (z._~-tp._~(z.)) l modulo (g) for some polynomial ~o._3(z.) 
and some positive integer I. Repeating this process, we find polynomials 
(P 1 (Zn), q)2(Zn) . . . . .  ~0rl_ l(Zn). 
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It is easy to see that {zl-qh(z.)  . . . .  , z . _~-qg ._ l ( z . ) ,g}  is the Gr6bner basis of the 
radical of q. The algorithm is as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3 [Computation of radicals] 
input : polynomials (f l ,  9 9 f~} in O [z 1,..., z,]; 
~o assumptions:the coordinates havc been suitably transformed,; 
and I = (fl . . . .  ,__..f~) is zero-dimensional. ; 
output: Grrbner bases of x/~s,; 
where I = Pt c~P2~. . rips (primary decomposition). ; 
G : = the reduced Grrbner basis of (f~ . . . .  ,fro); 
g(z,):= the polynomial in Gc~Q[z,3 ;
g=g~,...., e~. g~ , Y/o factorisation; 
for i := 1 to s do 
begin G~:= the reduced Grrbner basis of (G, g3; 
for j :  = n -1  down to 1 do 
begin ~ := the polynomial in Gf~Q[z j ,  z,] 
such that z~-  a 1 (z,). z~- t + . . .  + al(z,); 
p: = z j -  al (z,)/l ; 
Gt: = the reduced Grrbner basis of (G, p); 
end ; 
end; 
return GI . . . . .  Gs; 121 
This algorithm is based on the property of a lexicographic order Grrbner basis, whose 
computational complexity is very large. However, the univariate polynomial g is obtained 
efficiently using a total degree order Gr6bner basis, as is discussed in Kobayashi et al. 
(1988). 
4. Concluding Remarks 
We have proved that a lexicographic Gr6bner basis of zero-dimensional ideal I has the 
form (1.2) when x//I = I, and we have presented an algorithm to compute V/I from I. 
Under the condition x/~ = I, a new method for solving a system of algebraic equations can 
be applied, which is practical for large problems and guarantees numerical accuracy [see 
Kobayashi et al. (1988) for details]. Nevertheless, the choice of transformation of 
coordinates i  still heuristic and trial and error may be necessary to find the generic 
coordinate system. 
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to Dr T. Sasaki, Mr H. Murao, Mr A. Furukawa 
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